Outdoor sale?
No problem.

SMARTPRINTER allows to place orders
or make actual sale at the customer directly.

How it works?
SMARTPRINTER is a mobile device
which is based on certified fiscal
printer with Bluetooth communication.
All sales are made through
PegasPosMobile application which is
based on Android - by your mobile
phone for example.

You can choose from these
modes of PegasPosMobile:
1. Mobile sale
2. Order terminal
3. Cash register
(retail and restaurant mode)

ź prolonged work

on batteries
ź wirelessly and remotely operable

Connection:

ź inbuilt standard interfaces for

communication: Bluetooth, WiFi,
3G/GPRS, RFID/NFC, USB, etc.
ź naturally uses and supports features of mobile

data networks
SMARTPRINTER follows current trends in
mobility.

ź Bluetooth, serial, USB to PC, SmartPhone, tablet (printer

control through the program...)
ź WiFi, 3G/GPRS (printer control through the internet...)
ź Bluetooth for connection with HID devices (barcode reader,

keyboard, external display...)
ź NFC communication - for loyalty systems based on

SmartPhone, with technical solution for contactless payments
ź microSD memory cards for electronic journal and PLU

database

Connection:

INTERNET
3G/GPRS
NFC

Serial

1. Mobile sale

2. Order terminal

3. Cash register

It provides functions which allow automation
of mobile sale process.
PegasPosMobile application can be feeded
by orders from customers.
Salesman can make at the customer directly:

It cooperates with superior restaurant
software, automates processes in
restaurants and allows to waiters:

It provides complete functionality of retail or
restaurant POS cash register:

ź modification of orders
ź new orders

ź movement on the terraces and

placing orders which are printed in
a bar or kitchen subsequently
ź creation of bills for customers at the

table by certified fiscal printer
ź realization of sale with fiscal bill or

packing list
All transactions are recorded in the
application for subsequent transmission to
superior ECR information system.

ź one man operation
In a case of simple operation it is ready to work in
"STAND ALONE" mode with no need of other
application or HW
ź more people operation
In a case of difficult operation with need of
warehousing it can be used a synchronization
server there

